
The City of Houston is proposing to partner with a

billboard company to install approximately fifty,

two-sided digital (LED) billboards on City street

rights of way.  If implemented, this plan will

undermine Houston's 40-year old Sign Code that

strictly prohibits any new billboards. In return, the

City would receive minimal financial compensation

(less than .05% of the annual budget). The proposal

will result in gigantic monopole structures, up to 60-

feet tall, jammed between the curb and sidewalk

along our freeways.

This will erase 40 years of progress:  The

Houston Sign Code has prohibited the

construction of new billboards since 1980.  We

have gone from more than 10,000 billboards

back then to about 1,500 today.

This will open the floodgates to hundreds of

digital billboards: To implement the plan, City

Council must reverse the Sign Code ban on the

construction of new billboards. EVERY

BILLBOARD COMPANY IN HOUSTON WILL HAVE

THE OPPORTUNITY TO PUT UP THESE HUGE,

TWO-SIDED DIGITAL BILLBOARDS.

This will hurt Houston's image: Thanks to the

millions in public and private dollars spent to

improve parks and green spaces, Houston is

beginning to lose its "ugly city" image.  LED

billboards put all that work and investment at

risk.

This will negatively impact our economy:

Day or night, these billboards are always on.

Just imagine having to live by one.

Unfortunately, most of them will wind up in

underserved neighborhoods that are already

struggling. These signs have been shown to

negatively impact home values.

This will negatively impact the environment:

Digital billboards are greedy energy hogs. One

digital billboard uses the same amount of

electricity in a 24-hour period as 15 homes.

It's about the money.  Under the proposal, the

billboard company will pay the City a minimum of

$10 million up front, plus the greater of $2 million

per year or 40% of the advertising revenues.

For every new LED billboard that goes up,

approximately three existing static billboards will

come down - or a net reduction of only 2 billboards.
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